
...the air was fresher. The farm and garden vegetables were more nutritious and apple-cheeked children were  The farm and garden vegetables were more nutritious and apple-cheeked children were 
safer, playing along the quiet country lanes and grassy fi elds. Who would not wish to travel back to a gentler 
time, back to the very height of the Romantic Era? 

Tasha Tudor held a deep and enduring passion for the 1830s. She did more than simply visit it in her 
imagination; she actually lived it. And I, while growing up in the 1960s-1970s, happily discovered the many 
published works of Tasha Tudor. She was an inspiration to a little girl who loved to draw and write from the 
time she could fi rst hold a pencil.

Today still I refl ect on Tasha’s art and the appeal of her nineteenth century lifestyle. 
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Tasha Tudor had a rare innate talent -- the capacity to immerse herself entirely and passionately into her 
every endeavor. Her work provides a glimpse into another time. In this instance, we journey with her to the 
romantic realm of the 1830s. 

Many of us have experienced the delicious fantasy of being carried off to another place and time. We 
experience this through our collecting, sewing for and displaying our beloved dolls. I enjoy this creative 
process with child-like exuberance. Gathering the things that each doll might require in order to live the best 
of lives, with everything to the correct scale, material and era, is a delight. Part of the fun is fi nding the doll’s 
back story, whether real or imagined – thus laying the foundation for a particular world. 

By Gael Shults
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In honor of Tasha Tudor, we have chosen to highlight a typical doll from the 1830s. This decade’s most common 
doll featured a very slim, long body of fi ne leather fi lled with sawdust and topped with a lovely painted head of 
varnished papier-mâché. Her lower arms and legs were carved from wood, painted, varnished, and then set into the 
white leather limbs. Although often called a Milliner’s Model, this is somewhat of a misnomer. History tells us that 
these German creations were mainly meant as children’s playthings, though certainly many may have been used as 
models for seamstresses. 

Our young papier-mâché lady has a complete wardrobe, accessorized from her correct era. She enjoys gardening 
and tending to her little Nubian goat. On rainy or snowy days, she can play indoors with her miniature goat farm 
or practice sewing for her own Apollo Knot doll. A girl of her age living in this era would have been fi nishing her 
education, both in the areas of homemaking and academics, and by this time would be able to bake a loaf of bread, 
serve tea, stitch a fi ne seam, milk a goat and churn butter. She would be able to write neatly in her journal or study the 
poetry of Tennyson by candlelight. 
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We may see that our young lady would likely have come from a family of means. Perhaps they are well-to-do 
farmers from a New England state. She is nicely outfi tted, and some may even recognize several items of her clothing 
previously auctioned from Tasha Tudor’s personal antique textile collection. These include a green gingham dressing 
gown, page one of this paper doll, (c. 1825-1830), a white cotton dress with hem puffs, page two, (c. 1830), and a 
lavender roller print dress, page four, (c. 1830). The other dresses in her wardrobe were taken from designs created for 
UFDC’s Miss Unity, another lovely Apollo Knot doll, modeling the costuming project for this issue. 

Surely Tasha Tudor will continue to touch, educate, infl uence and inspire future generations. She excelled in writing 
and illustrating and in building her life around the values and practices of the nineteenth century. Then she graciously 
invited all to share her dream, or as she would say – Take Joy. We hope you enjoy the cut-out world of this little lady as 
well. We  invite you to continue adding to her story and wardrobe by drawing more dresses, pets, household items and 
other goods from this Romantic Era.
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